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are restricted in their pecuniary resources; and Roads and Cana portant in a national view might not be important to the State or sessing the domain and the soil; or might even be deemed disadvant on the most favourable supposition might require a concert of mear lations among several States not easily effected, nor unlikely to b< omitted.
These considerations have pleaded with me in favour of the polic in Congress an authority over internal improvements. I am seni same time of the magnitude of the trust, as well as of the difficulty < it properly and the greater difficulty of executing it satisfactorily.
On a supposition of a due establishment of the power in Cong the modes of using it might be, to apportion a reasonable share posable revenue of the United States among the States to be appl: to cases of State concern; with a reserved discretion in Congress t improvements of general concern which the States might not be disposed to provide for.
If Congress do not mean to throw away the rich fund inherited i: lands, would not the sales of them, after their liberation from pledge, be aptly appropriated to objects of internal improvement? not also, with a supply of the competent authority, to the remov situations of the free black as well as red population, objects coi national importance and desirable to all parties? But I am travelir subject before me.
The date of your letter reminds me of the delay of the answer, has been occasioned by interruptions of my health; and the answer is offered in the same confidence in which it was asked.
With great esteem & cordial salutations.
james
Mr. van buren.
from mr. madison..
montpellier, oc dear sir
I recd your letter of July 30th a in due time but have taken advai permitted delay in answering it. Altho' I have again turned in r the subjects of your former letter " on which any further remar would be acceptable ", I do not find that I can add anything matei is said either in my letter of July 5th or in preceding ones. Th< cases of local improvements or establishments having immediate external commerce and navigation will continue to produce quest! culty, either constitutional, or as to utility or impartiality, which car cided according to their respective merits. No general rule, foun< cise definitions, is perhaps possible; none certainly that relates to as those of Light Houses, which must depend on the evidence befo petent authority. In procuring that evidence it will, of course be

